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DAK Americas Chooses OESuite to Consolidate Process
Safety Activities Across Fleet

SITUATION

DAK Americas (DAK) is part of Alpek S.A. de C.V., the petrochemicals and synthetic fibers business group of Alfa S.A.B. de C.V., one of
Mexico’s largest corporations. It manufactures polyester raw materials, polyester polymers and fibers, and offers GreenPET-related
products and services. DAK characterizes itself as an innovative, results-oriented company with a passion for growth and the elimination of
all types of waste. As part of its commitment to safety and efficiency, DAK wanted to replace legacy systems and consolidate all activities
related to process safety across multiple facilities.

CHALLENGE

DAK’s existing systems for process safety tracking and management lacked integration and connectivity. In addition, DAK sought a solution
that would deliver consistency in reporting, make more information available for analysis and action, and provide organizational insight into
events across the fleet. By late 2016, DAK had chosen five modules from OESuite®, the flagship platform from Operational Sustainability®
(OS), and moved forward with implementation plans across seven sites.

SOLUTION

DAK, together with the OS implementation team, put the Incident / Event Management, CAPA / Action ItemManagement, Management
of Change, PSSR / OperationalReadiness, and PHA / RiskManagement modules from OESuite into service in early 2017. While the
simultaneous roll-out to multiple plants was not without challenges, the implementation plan was clear and both the internal and external
team members were committed to making it it successful.

BENEFIT

With the modules in place and operating as promised, DAK has realized increased connectivity, the ability to monitor events in real time,
and enhanced efficiencies across their fleet. After the initial results, DAK has made the decision to expand the implementation to two
additional sites recently acquired.

For more information email us at info@DrivingOE.com or call (713) 355-2900.
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